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Abstract—Orchestrating scientific work in educational research laboratories 
is demanding, especially when many interdisciplinary perspectives are involved. 
A monolithic approach does not suffice here. This paper describes an open-
source architecture for an educational research laboratory. The presented system 
assists interdisciplinary scientists in implementing prototypes, evaluating new 
didactical approaches, researching collaborative learning processes, collecting 
learning analytics data, abstracting and automating experimental procedures, and 
securely monitoring progress within the lab, even in hybrid or remote setups. 
Due to both asynchronous and synchronous capabilities, the presented compo-
nents make it easy to virtualize experiments, incorporate them in courses and 
lectures, and empower self-regulated but still monitorable learning processes. 
The ecosystem described originated in the context of collaborative educational 
Serious Games for interactive table-top displays but is implemented modular and 
scales well regarding concurrent experiments, connected clients, and other use 
cases like VR and smart environments.

Keywords—lab-based learning, learning analytics, educational research, 
serious games, collaborative learning, orchestration, research ecosystem

1 Introduction & motivation

In advance of learning technologies, lab-based research has a long tradition, 
predating the work presented here. Skinner [1], Pawlow [2], and many other big names 
from educational research tried concepts like programmed learning [3] and researched 
the behavior of their subjects in controlled environments. But since those days, the 
nature of lab-based teaching has changed. Individual learners using devices intercon-
nected by digital systems drastically changed the variables for learning and teaching.

Tablet computers, VR and AR devices, and even large interactive table-top displays 
make it possible to simultaneously interact with one device as a whole group without 
binding all attention to the medium. However, this new form of self-regulated, 
collaborative learning with systems capable of automated feedback comes with new 
challenges. It requires psychologists, educators, and human-computer interaction 
researchers to revisit some of their foundations. Furthermore, those settings lead to  
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a revival of lab culture within the learning technologies research community, demanding 
the implementation of new tools, methods, and prototypes.

Our earlier research focused on proprietary technologies like the smart table [4]. 
While these approaches produced some promising results, they hibernated with the 
hardware being declared end of life by the manufacturer. With the rise of capacitive 
technology, the research efforts on educational capabilities resurfaced again. Starting 
with 27” displays in late 2015, the previous conceptual designs were taken into active 
development, now based on an open technology stack like described in [5]. One of 
the first such devices of a size suitable for collaboration use-cases was the Microsoft 
Surface Hub 84”, which was released in June 2015. Shortly after, in May 2016, the 
TABULA project started to enhance tangible learning on such devices, as presented 
in [6]. One sub-goal was the development of two research prototypes. Following the 
Do not Repeat Yourself principle, a generic approach was developed. It started with 
collaborative learning with interactive (multi-touch) table-top systems but has grown 
into a multi-purpose ecosystem [7] for lab-based research on user behavior.

This article describes this multi-purpose ecosystem, presents requirements, and 
shows solutions. While some of the components described in the upcoming section 
might be specific to multi-touch devices, the focus of this article -the research toolkit- is 
intended to be used for all kinds of research in lab-based learning, including features 
for learning analytics [8].

At the time of writing, five undergraduate software labs have built upon this 
technology. Students worked on various seminar topics: multi-touch applications, 
collaboration, and gamification. Additionally, nearly 30 bachelor’s and master’s theses 
are developed within that MTLG ecosystem (MTLG – Multi-Touch Learning Game). 
Much progress has been made due to the combined effort of many people involved, 
including students and student employees, as well as the team members.

2 A structured approach to a framework

Integrating multi-touch technology within teaching heterogeneous students and the 
project context requires a structured approach to developing learning applications [9].

Implementing MTLG as a framework instead of a library has been deliberate. There 
are varying definitions, and one broadly acknowledged is that libraries are usually way 
more specific and assist in completing certain tasks. Thus, it might have been feasible to 
implement most functionality of MTLG in a library. The significant difference between 
framework and library is in the control of flow. With a library, the developer must man-
age the control of the application; a framework inverts the control and takes charge of 
the life cycle. The framework approach has been chosen to assist beginners as much 
as possible and to make the products more maintainable. Nevertheless, MTLG was 
implemented to provide a high degree of freedom. There is a minimal set of conven-
tions to be adhered to, and the many configuration options are populated with suitable 
default values. As a result, a minimal working learning game can be obtained within a 
few minutes, even without deep knowledge of web technologies.

The components forming the MTLG ecosystem can be divided roughly into three 
perspectives: Developers of research prototypes use MTLGcore and MTLGmodules, 
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the dev-ops perspective is covered by MTLGtoolchain and MTLGinfrastructure, and 
MTLGresearch describes a toolset for scientific usage, which matches the definition 
of [7] describing an ecosystem as “a collection of software projects which are devel-
oped and co-evolve in the same environment”. Following modular design principles 
comparable to the MAP’s in engineering [10], adjustment, stacking, component sharing, 
sectional and component swapping are important basics of the design approach.

2.1 Choice of technology

There have been various explicit and implicit attempts to create development as 
well as research frameworks for interactive table-top displays [4], [6], [11]–[16]. Those 
function as the foundation for the presented ecosystem. The problems of the former 
solutions fall into at least one of the following categories:

Single purpose creation: Having just one learning game in mind easily limits the 
focus of development of the framework itself to the capabilities to fulfill the intended 
purpose [15]. There is little to no abstraction, and interfaces remain undocumented.

Technological constraints: As well as the focus on a single application, focusing 
on a specific technology will most likely attach a kind of expiry date to software and 
frameworks [4]. This is especially the case if proprietary hardware is involved, proba-
bly accompanied by specialized software development kits.

Projects decaying beyond funding periods: There are promising examples of 
research-driven software frameworks in scientific literature. However, looking deeper 
into the matter often yields links to partial, no longer maintained repositories and 
announcements of discontinuation after public funding was over [14] [10].

“Betting on the wrong horse”: There is a multitude of examples where technologies 
and software development approaches have been considered “the next big thing”. One 
example is Adobe Flash, for a long time a feasible solution for interactive web content, 
now discontinued. A project might have delivered a sufficiently generalized frame-
work, but even if the repositories are still accessible years after the project wrapped up, 
but the version and the accompanying Development Kits might have moved on one or 
two major releases. Building on this would require a porting effort.

The decision for HTML5 and JavaScript solves many of the above problems. Early 
on, backwards compatibility has been a core issue of web development. Though there 
have also been approaches here that did not reach longevity, like Flash or in-browser 
Java plugins, but regarding the core functionalities of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, 
websites from the early days of the internet still have a high probability of being ren-
dered (at least close the intended representation) in a browser.

Full control over every bit of code is tempting, but the arguments for integrating 
external components are overwhelming. Thus, the MTLG ecosystem does not strive 
to provide own tools, i.e., for drawing, rendering, or handling assets. Instead, existing 
open-source solutions are integrated and interfaced, always aiming for a loose coupling 
between those components to ease future replacements (MAP principle [10]).
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the presented ecosystem

In the described state of MTLG, the development framework parts ship with the 
CreateJS suite consisting of PreloadJS for (asynchronous) asset management, TweetJS 
for animations, and EasleJS for convenient drawing on the HTML5 canvas element. 
Maintaining a loose integration ensures alternative approaches in the development of 
learning applications, like using WebGL for graphical representation of content. The 
development focused mainly on Chromium-based browsers, as those provide the most 
reliable support of multi-touch input, but interfaces have been implemented to over-
come limitations and provide hypothetical support for other browsers. A native com-
ponent implemented in any language can intercept the touch device’s interactions and 
provide access to those via a local WebSocket connection.

Considering the growing market share of multi-touch capable end-user devices, it 
can be expected that those interfaces can be considered as a safe fallback solution, as 
support of multi-touch interaction might improve in upcoming browser generations.

2.2 Prototype development: core building blocks

The MTLGcore is the basic building block of any learning application. It orches-
trates all components, is responsible for loading modules, menus, and levels, and pro-
vides basic functionalities. In addition, it is responsible for life cycle management, 
loading specific settings, and configuring used models.

The first and foremost requirement of the MTLGcore module is ease of use. The 
loading of supplementary modules is intended to be as quiet as possible, as well as the 
processing of configuration.
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Lifecycle management is often encountered as soon as learning games defer from 
a straightforward linear storyline. While most games follow a traditional approach 
of growing complexity, learning games could provide possibilities for an adaptive 
approach that allows repetition or options to skip levels or personalization [17]. This 
adaptiveness could be implemented in the background without the knowledge of the 
individual learner. The lifecycle management is implemented to facilitate all approaches 
in a common, easy-to-implement fashion.

First experiences showed that a crucial component for developers is the proficient 
handling of assets. Asset management is a non-trivial task. The task is usually not 
obvious to the (novice) developers during the implementation process, as all resources 
are stored locally during the development. But assets must be fetched remotely in most 
deployed contexts. This leads to a subpar user experience, as sounds are played with 
delay and images are not properly displayed.

Fortunately, solutions already exist, like the PreloadJS library in the CreateJS bun-
dle. Still, to maintain a rather loose coupling, improve compatibility for future changes, 
and to keep the learning curve flatter, the MTLGcore tools abstract that part of devel-
opment. Thus, the core module provides interfaces to use preloaded assets through a 
certain grade of abstraction, while automating i.e., the creation of manifest files listing 
the integrated assets, which is required for the PreloadJS library to function properly. 
Thus, all essential assets are fetched into memory before the application starts, showing 
a splash screen with a progress bar.

The Internationalization core module has been implemented to abstract the usage 
of translations. There are multiple libraries available for that task and this module cur-
rently integrates i18n to read language maps and make use of those functionalities 
within the learning application.

The User Management component allows the integration of various login pro-
cedures, to match various contexts with different requirements. While collaboration 
research is often done in a lab setup with injected pseudonyms, usage in schools aims 
for ease of use for teachers and pupils. For pre-school children, a “login” procedure with 
symbols is used. As GDPR strictly regulates data collection and classrooms are right-
fully considered protected environments, additional measures must be taken to collect 
interaction data into a provisioned data collection infrastructure while still allowing the 
teaching personnel to take advantage of the progress monitoring capabilities of learning 
analytics. Thus, all information leaving the school network is pseudonymized, with the 
only information linking datasets to students always remaining on the teacher’s device.

To allow pupils to continue their personal progress at home there must be ways to 
allow this while maintaining the learners’ privacy. The User Management component 
frees the developer of learning games and researchers from those considerations and 
just hooks in the respective log-in mechanisms. The usernames and pseudonyms are 
provided via simple getter methods to use the former for displaying messages in the 
learning application and the latter for storage of progress and learning analytics data.

Beyond those there are many more modules beyond the core modules, i.e., to incor-
porate tangible devices, integrate tablets as “private display space,” adapt feedback or 
provide tools for classroom management. Still, those are not within the scope here.
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2.3 Deploying the prototype: toolchain & infrastructure

The MTLGtoolchain provides some convenience tools directed at developers imple-
menting lab-based learning applications. Mainly two challenges have been discovered: 
bootstrapping and deployment. A separate repository is used for modularization.

The MTLGtoolchain consists of two major parts: A command-line interface (CLI) 
and the pipeline components for continuous integration & deployment. The CLI 
provides a set of tools which developers can use to create boilerplate code for new 
applications, to build them for debugging or production, to generate example code for 
the different modules, spin up a local webserver for testing or for bundling up the appli-
cation. Those bundles can then be used in the research client software described later 
and be conveniently archived along with the research data for future reusability.

3 The researchers toolset

The previously described parts form the foundation towards a holistic research 
framework by providing the necessary tools to implement high-quality learning appli-
cations for collaborative learning. Complementary, three software components have 
been developed to support researchers in creating methodologically sound case studies 
in a transparent and reproducible way. Before discussing them in detail, a set of five 
possible application use cases is shown. The use cases have been selected as edge cases. 
Most case studies in the field of web-based interaction research should be locatable 
somewhere in the space spanned by these edge cases:

Collection in the wild: Most applications are serious games or contain game ele-
ments, e.g. [18]. For these applications, learners could decide to continue beyond 
school or lab sessions since the games built upon web technologies do not (techni-
cally) rely on the presence of multiple players or touch interfaces1. The data could be 
collected and provide further insights into in-game usage and self-regulated learning 
processes. A dedicated client as an alternative to using the games in-browser might be 
considered an easy opt-in opportunity for pseudonymized data collection. Additionally, 
this leads to an encapsulated, tested environment eliminating the need for any browser 
configuration.

Usage in schools: The usage of collaborative Serious Games in schools brings other 
constraints: Teachers might allow free choice of the game but would probably prefer 
to enforce the one fitting into the current lesson. Furthermore, the benefits of Learning 
Analytics might provide some use to educators. But to diagnose the individual prog-
ress, the learning analytics data collection must allow the identification of a particular 
student. In contrast, most schools will not be able to provide the required infrastructure, 
such as a Learning Record Store. Thus, it is required to combine centralized logging of 
pseudonymized interaction data in combination with local depseudonymization with a 
dashboard showing progress as close to real-time as possible. Additionally, this setup 
might profit from a feature enabling the teacher to remotely check student screens and 
supervise their activity.

1 Usually mouse input will suffice for interaction
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Fig. 2. (Remote) Supervising of experiments in the research assistant

Full-Scale Lab Experiment (synchronous on-site): A controlled user study most 
likely takes place in a controlled environment like a university learning lab, usually 
centered around collaborative hardware like an interactive table-top system. The exper-
iment follows a predefined protocol and is conducted by an experimental supervisor. 
This protocol might include analog activities, e.g., perceptional speed tests with pen 
and paper. We have also considered: a mixed setup including individual client devices, 
e.g., for surveys in pre-and post-tests, a multi-modal lab environment with additional 
sensors and cameras synchronized with the protocol, efficient switches in both sequence 
and parameters for test and control groups, both predefined and supervised on-site. And 
lastly, we considered adaptive learning based on learner models.

Individual, BYOD, and online (synchronous off-site, “remote/virtual lab”): In 
cases where hardware and specific devices do not matter too much, a bring-your-own-
device approach could generate more participants. It might even be possible to conduct 
an impromptu experiment in a crowded lecture hall. One requirement for this case is 
providing a preconfigured package with a low threshold to participate: No installation 
required, no URLs to type, and little room for mistakes. An enforced sequence would 
ensure participation in a pre-test and might even provide tokens as the last part of the 
sequence as proof of participation without any conflicts in pseudonymity. All data is 
collected online automatically.

Individual at home on provided device (asynchronous off-site, “on-demand 
remote lab”): For this the experiment is bundled up, all data is collected on the device, 
and post-processing is done as soon as the devices are returned (or online again).

Based on those edge cases and the previously discussed criteria of good scientific 
practice and FAIR data, the following requirements are derived and assigned to a phase 
of a single research iteration: preparation, conduction, or post-processing.
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1. Experiment Preparation: The preparation of an experiment consists of four different 
steps. The first is the creation of the experiment itself and the acquisition of meta-
data. Required are title, description, and contact info. Optional are research back-
ground, the context of the experiment, and other. The second step defines scope and 
scale: Is this a collaboration study or an individual? Online or offline? Is the number 
of sessions assessable? Is there a control group in addition to the test group? Shall 
the system randomize the allocation of sessions to the control and test groups or is 
it done manually? The third step depends on the defined scope of step 2 and gathers 
information on the (physical) composition of the lab environment: Which clients 
are used? Which data sources are available? Is screen content and camera feed to be 
recorded? The fourth step composes the content of the survey. Sequences are to be 
created and assigned to the client devices. There might be multiple sequences differ-
ing in order or parameters for the test and control groups, see Figure 3 as example.

2. Experiment Conduction: The MTLGresearch toolset must provide solutions to 
orchestrate synchronous and asynchronous experimental setups. In synchronous 
conditions, like a supervised lab experiment, the conductor should be able to ini-
tiate the experiment, (noninvasively) supervise progress, and trigger stage transi-
tions manually, i.e., after giving instructions. Nevertheless, the experiment should 
be automated as far as possible and should be able to trigger conditionally without 
intervention. Recording should be orchestrated as well as the logging of all events 
and collecting information to synchronize all data streams in post-processing. Both 
loading and parameterization/configuration of online and offline content should be 
automated without intervention to avoid human error. Integration of an annotation 
tool for supervisor observations or diversions from the protocol is mandatory.

Fig. 3. The planning of a non-linear experiment sequence

3. Post-Processing: The first and foremost task of the post-processing stage is to get 
all recorded data from the various sources involved delivered to the responsible 
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researcher in a usable format. This includes screencasts, video recordings, audio 
recordings, interaction data, and event logs, along with available metadata and a pro-
tocol of the session. A modular approach is taken for further integration of steps like 
manual analysis of recordings, i.e., to generate additional interaction data beyond 
automation. The final step of the post-processing is assistance for open data pub-
lication. This helps the experimenter to upload all aggregated data as well as the 
metadata from step 1 along with these sequences and tools to a connected, open  
data portal.

Three components are implemented to cover all required steps and use cases: 
A dedicated client as an interface to the participant, a research assistant toolkit for 
planning and supervision, and the orchestrator, connecting all of those.

3.1 The MTLGclient

Officially, the Touch Events API is supported by all major browsers2 as shown on 
the Browser Compatibility Page from the Mozilla Developer Network website [19]. 
Nevertheless, usage is not as easy as it might be expected, i.e., Chrome does not support 
touch events out of the box. From version 71 on, touch events had to be enabled by 
setting a flag inside Chrome’s settings page, from version 78 (on Windows), this option 
disappeared. Instead, it was required to start Chrome with an additional command-line 
argument “--touch-events” to forward touch events to the web application3.

This is an inconvenience for developers but might be a major obstacle for other 
users. In school environments, there is often a strict role management system in place, 
forbidding students (and teachers) to alter such settings or modify links to applications. 
Furthermore, it would be a serious threshold for teachers to use such web applications 
if they must set up all individual student systems in advance. Researchers with a lower 
affinity for technology intending to use multi-touch learning applications for their sci-
entific projects could be repelled by requiring such “hacky” modifications.

Those arguments should already suffice for putting this issue on the agenda for 
developing a sustainable ecosystem for real-world usage as well as interdisciplinary 
research, but there are other shortcomings that could be addressed by a possible solu-
tion as well. In principle, it is possible to access screen content and recording equipment 
from within a website, but it requires additional user interaction and might provide dif-
ferent problems if restrictions in browser settings are in place.

The best potential solution is an application that can be bundled up, already set 
up with all required parameters, that can be executed stand-alone without previous 
installation. Fortunately, there is an application development toolset providing those 
capabilities. The Electron Project is a framework that bundles up a chromium core with 
NodeJS within a native application for all desktop operating systems.

Multi-touch support within the Electron application is straightforward, which 
also bundles a specific version of chromium and NodeJS. This ensures backward 

2 Safari excluded. MacOS has no native touch support at the time of writing
3 https://support.google.com/chrome/thread/23399752/what-happened-to-touch-events- 

api-under-chrome-flags?hl=en
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compatibility, so even if future versions move the flag again, it is still possible to compile 
and get a working version as long as the packages remain in NPM. Furthermore, the 
compiled application works stand-alone and does not require installation, but it is also 
possible to build an installable package if desired. For a research tool, those advantages 
outweigh the criticism of a large and resource-intensive bundle. Furthermore, including 
possibly outdated browser components requires a certain degree of responsibility and 
consideration of the combined bundles, sequences, and targeted web resources.

While the tool might still suffer backlashes by changes in package availability in the 
future, the actual research prototype, i.e., the learning application, is completely decou-
pled from the MTLGclient application. So even if a future change might possibly hin-
der compiling, any provided compiled version will still support the development of new 
learning applications for interactive table-top displays in the future. It will also ensure 
the ability to reproduce any existing experimental setups. This ensures sustainability, as 
games and executables can be bundled with research data. The implemented applica-
tion, called the MTLGclient, has access to screens, windows, and cameras through the 
WebAPI and is able, due to the integrated NodeJS core, to access the host machine’s file 
system. This allows the synchronized recording for later post-processing.

Additionally, the application includes a setup wizard for easy configuration, as shown 
in Figure 4. The configurable features include an automated startup in full-screen mode 
as well as locking the settings, the import of packaged games for local execution as well 
as the displaying of remote content. Furthermore, the MTLGclient offers the definition 
of content sequences and injection of parameters, which will both be discussed in detail 
later. Through the combination of those features, it is possible to define several use 
cases for this application in accordance with the formerly described settings. On the 
first start, a wizard guides the user through the selection and configuration process 
for the six possible modes: “Just Playing”, “School Usage”, “Lab-based collaboration 
research”, “Additional Lab Device”, “Sync remote”, and “Async Remote”.

Fig. 4. Setup wizard for the client software
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The most relevant modes for lab-based research are the third and fourth. Those modes 
are intended for controlled experiments in a research lab setup. Those experiments often 
require more than just the learning game running. Some post-processing like gesture or 
posture detection can benefit from calibration patterns to locate the screen within the 
camera footage, sometimes it is necessary to provide instruction prior to the game. To 
enable the controlled processing of such a sequence, the client is not to be configured 
with a game package or URI, but with the address of an additional component of the 
MTLGresearch toolset, the MTLGorchestrator. Additionally, it takes an argument to 
identify itself to the orchestrator, i.e., the room number, the device type, or both, for 
example, “InteractiveTableTop-LTIlab”.

The additional device mode is integrated to enhance the setups described in the 
third mode. It does not differ much in contrast to that mode, as it also connects to 
an orchestrator instance and is capable to receive and execute sequences. A possible 
application scenario is a study that relies on the participants taking part in individual 
surveys like pre- and post-tests. Through the integration within the orchestrator and 
the usage of components for user modeling, it is possible to generate learner models, 
which will be made available instantly to the application. The orchestrator allows the 
automated injection of pseudonyms both in the surveys as well as into the multi-touch 
application, improving the user experience in post-processing and opening new pos-
sibilities for adaptive collaborative learning. The configuration interface provides an 
additional input field in comparison to mode 3, asking for a group name to orchestrate 
individual steps in the experimental sequence on all clients of a group at once. Another 
possible application would be an observer group, devices connected to recording equip-
ment like cameras to take that resource load from the central device.

A major requirement for controlled experiments is the execution of a predefined 
protocol. In the MTLGclient, this was considered by the implementation of sequences. 
Sequences consist of stages, which differ from each other in two major aspects: con-
tent and end condition. The four stage content types currently included are message, 
package, URL, and file. Message conveys simple information like “Listen carefully 
to the instructions provided by the supervisor” to the users. This enables researchers 
to structure sequences without writing HTML code. The package type names a pack-
age previously imported into the client, and URL points to an online resource. File 
allows the integration of local resources provided with the client. Currently, there are a 
checkerboard pattern and a ChArUco pattern4, the most common calibration pattern for 
OpenCV applications. Both are included within the predefined sequences for reference.

The next aspect of sequencing is the transition between stages. The experiences 
from case studies, student projects, and literature reviews showed four trigger mechan-
ics for transitions: Timing, content-trigger, event-trigger, and server-messages. The 
time trigger might be used to limit the time spent within the stage/learning applica-
tion. Another likely usage is shortly displaying the calibration patterns mentioned 
above before automatically proceeding to the next stage. The content trigger serves 
the purpose of integrating external tools with limited access to their functionality. For 
example, it is possible to integrate any survey tool within a sequence and display the 
text “Thank you for participating, please wait for further instructions” on the last page. 

4 https://docs.opencv.org/master/df/d4a/tutorial\_charuco\_detection.html
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Set on content-trigger, the software parses the document object model within the web 
view for the string provided and will then proceed and report progress to the orchestra-
tor. Consequently, the orchestrator can detect the completion of a pre-test by the group, 
proceed with the next stage, and notify the instructor. Event-trigger aims at applications 
developed specifically for the usage with the MTLGclient. The client injects a callable 
function into any website loaded. By calling mtlgClientBridge.stageFinished(), the 
contained website notifies the client to proceed, i.e., if all levels of a learning game are 
completed. The last transition mechanics are server messages, which wait for an event 
triggered by the orchestrator before proceeding with the next stage. This can be either 
initiated by the last participant completing a pre-test or by a supervisor’s click after 
giving all required instructions.

An essential aspect of the MTLGclient capabilities is the injection of parameters in 
the sequence data structure. While this has little usage for external content, the MTL-
Gcore will look for any configuration stored within the mtlgClient object. If present, 
those settings will override online configuration (if hosted publicly) or package config-
uration files (if a package is provided) and the default values.

This feature opens a few advanced possibilities: Learning games can be hosted 
online for public usage, avoiding many different circulating versions, and still set up, 
i.e., a specific learning record store or session ids, or user identification strategies while 
still having a central instance for bug fixes or extensions, thus delivering public updates 
instantly while still maintaining private configuration for the local setup. Furthermore, 
this opens new possibilities for comparative studies: Sequences can not only differ in 
their order for test and control groups. One could define sequences with different param-
eter sets for both groups, i.e., enabling or disabling adaptive feedback. The supervisor 
must just load the correct experiment file to send the proper sequence.

Research assistant. The Research Assistant tool is a component providing support 
to experiment planners and supervisors and offers the possibility to add post-processing 
capabilities via additional modules in the future. It is built on the same software 
stack as the client to increase maintainability. It assists in planning, conduction, and 
post-processing.

During the planning stage, the Research Assistant manages experiments in files. 
Those files include the specification for the experimental setup as a nested data struc-
ture in the JSON format. This approach was chosen over an integrated database for 
portability reasons: The experiment can be planned and prepared on the researcher’s 
desktop PC and later transferred to the supervisor’s machine or distributed by mail, and 
most important stored along with the research data as metadata as it includes valuable 
information on context and parameters.

The JSON format also offers a high degree of flexibility: Later extensions of 
additional metadata are easy and a non-breaking change. While currently there is just a 
basic set of meta-information included, the file is intended to store, i.e., contact informa-
tion for responsible scientists, supervisors, or additional context data. Since this project 
provides a sustainable, extensible ecosystem, there is no need for completeness in the 
provided software; instead, the focus of implementation was to keep the specification 
as open as possible and avoid API changes, as those can lead to ripple effects [20].

As such, it is currently possible to set up the experimental mode and modify the 
sequence, i.e., in order to create experiment definition files for test and control groups 
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as a forking, non-linear sequence in the editor shown in Figure 3. Here it is possible to 
adjust the order of the sequence or modify the individual stages regarding the aspects 
discussed in the Client section. If a valid orchestrator URL and sequence are given, the 
experiment can be started.

The supervision stage begins as soon as the Start Experiment button is clicked. 
As the first step, the connection to the orchestrator is to be initialized by the click of 
a button. After the login, an initial fetch of connected clients is performed and can be 
repeated if the required clients are not connected yet. A dropdown selection menu in 
the configuration tile allows the selection of the main device to run the experiment 
sequence on. Succeeding the confirmation, the sequence is parsed by the stage, so the 
supervisor is provided with a comprehensive overview of the experimental sequence. 
On the left two-thirds of the screen is the detailed view of the sequence. Each step is 
represented with a comprehensive stage card, including the description coded in the 
sequence along with further information on the transition conditions. If the stage is 
to be concluded by the supervisor, a button is displayed to confirm that the required 
instruction is given or that different requirements for progress are met.

The right side of the screen is again divided into two different parts: On the upper 
part, a summary of the current state is given. Below are additional tools that are espe-
cially useful for setting up the experiment or supervising remotely. After connecting 
with the orchestrator, a list of connected clients is fetched and included here. Upon 
selection of a client, all available data sources are requested. Currently, those are clus-
tered in three tabs: Cameras, Screens, and Windows. A click on any of these sources 
will request the client to start a peer-to-peer stream to the Research Assistant. This helps 
to align cameras in advance to fit the required perspective or check the screen content 
remotely to supervise experiments unobtrusively. The list always includes all available 
cameras, the screens connected to the device, and all available windows. For ease of 
use, the software always includes the options screen with client window and client win-
dow at the beginning of the respective list for convenience. This “sneak peek” into the 
media streams is also available during recording without interfering with the process 
like shown in Figure 2. Due to the usage of WebRTC as the base technology for that 
feature, the internet uplink is (in most standard scenarios) not occupied by this. Expe-
rience shows that the LRS connection alone can require bandwidth up to 5 MBit/s5. To 
avoid this bottleneck and still provide those convenient features, peer-to-peer connec-
tions seemed the obvious choice, since most often Client and Research Assistant share 
the same network.

The post-processing stage is still conceptual as it refers to future extensions of the 
toolset beyond the MTLG ecosystem. The current handling of research data in proto-
types includes the automated direction to sophisticated tools and open-source systems, 
like full-featured learning record stores (i.e., Learning Locker) or survey systems (i.e., 
LimeSurvey). A proof-of-concept tool for automated extraction and upload to open data 
portals like CKAN has been implemented and tested. Beyond the data aggregation and 
transfer, additional stages can be included as well, like verification of interactions or 
videographic post-processing of the recorded streams.

5 Measured during a roadshow event as the demonstrator showed serious performance issues 
due to a congested uplink
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Orchestration. A common approach in university laboratories is the installation 
of a local network infrastructure, to some degree isolated and thus self-reliant. While 
this eliminates the “single point of failure” of a server-centric infrastructure, it still 
comes with serious downsides: It is hard to manage, add new devices, communicate 
with external services, and makes remote maintenance and supervision difficult. A fur-
ther issue often arises when mobile devices are added: Eduroam, the WiFi service of 
most European universities, has client isolation enabled and thus prohibits direct com-
munication between devices. The provision of own wireless network opens potential 
security risks and is often explicitly forbidden.

A small, robust central component can circumvent most of those issues. Beyond 
signaling between research assistant and client, such a persistent service makes infra-
structure discovery and device handshakes simpler, offers central logging capabilities, 
and enables remote access to the experimental setup in all stages. To avoid a potential 
bottleneck, this component also manages the signaling for the WebRTC protocol, thus 
making use of (local) peer-to-peer media stream and file transfer in on-site, synchronous 
setups, making use of an automatic remote-controlled separate STUN/TURN server 
on a different machine as an integrated fallback. Along with the log, the orchestrator 
monitors the connection quality and system time differences between connected com-
puters, thus allowing for precise post-factum synchronization of events. Furthermore, 
the orchestrator is, beyond logging on a per-session basis, a stateless, signaling-only 
component with very light traffic requirements, thus it can serve many concurrent 
experiments. To ensure proper isolation, in that case, a rudimentary authentication 
system based on virtual rooms and authorization tokens is integrated.

4 Open tools for open science

All described tools are still work in progress and probably will be forever. As they 
are released open source, there will always be new features to implement and new use 
cases to cover. Still, in the spirit of good scientific practice, the tools can be considered 
sufficiently complete to use. The idea is to provide a set of tools without complicated 
external dependencies, so they can be archived alongside the data recorded with them.

5 Conclusion & outlook

The ecosystem presented in this paper was originally intended to serve one purpose: 
Researching collaborative learning with interactive table-top displays. It has since 
then grown far beyond that: Due to its modular nature, its FAIR & Open Data-first 
approach, and the use of sustainable, interoperable technologies, it can now be used as 
a general-purpose framework for the effective research of lab-based learning. While 
the focus lies on the modern, interconnected on-site lab setup, it also serves hybrid 
and remote configurations as well, both in synchronous and asynchronous procedures. 
It already incorporates multi-modal sources and synchronizes event streams, and thus 
enables new insights into collaborative learning processes.
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Beyond the current use cases, future extensions are already in planning: Complex, 
non-linear experiments and learning applications, integration of new digital media like 
VR headsets or wearables by providing (user-)interfaces through their APIs, and the 
extension of the learning analytics concept by utilizing state of the art machine-learning 
and computer vision technologies. And since all is developed open source, there is 
always the possibility to contribute, in case there are missing features for a promising 
new lab-based scenario.
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